
Using the Leave 
Accounting 

System
From South Coast ESD          
Coos Bay Oregon



The OSAS Leave Accounting 
System will enable you to:

Define the types of leave you offer your 
employees
Show up to four types of leave with their balances 
on the payroll checks.
“Award” leave as it is earned (monthly/annually).
Use the leave system records to adjust the 
amount you owe for worker’s comp. 



OK !!

Where do I start?



Here



First you’ll need to create your 
leave types.



Leave type is a 2 digit 
numeric field.



Yes, but you might not want to. Only 4 leave types will 
print on the paycheck stub, so you need to plan for 
that IF printing leave balances on the pay stub is a 
priority….

So I can have up to 99 
leave types, right??



You might be tempted to use (for example):

10  for Classified Sick Leave

20  for Certified Sick Leave

……especially if these classes of employees 
get different amounts of sick leave.

But you don’t need to. You can use one code, 
and handle the amounts awarded within the 
individual accrual records. 

As long as everyone in code 10 (for example) 
gets their leave awarded at the same time.



Uh Oh!  I may 
have  to change 
some codes to  
get the ones I 
need to show on 
the paycheck 
down to  four.

Call support at SCESD if you need to make 
changes. We may be able to help you with a 
shortcut.



This controls what happens when you run the 
leave reset process. (Usually at year end).

Y = a balance forward will be calculated & can 
be tested against a maximum balance figure, if 
you provide one.

N = the balance forward will be reset to zero



Here is where you say if leave is to be awarded 
when the accrual process is run, and (optionally) 
state a default amount to be awarded.

If you award a type of leave monthly, then the 
accrual amount would be the amount earned in a 
month.  This examples shows 6.67 hours.  

If you award the whole year’s worth at once, use that 
amount.  80 hours would be 8000



“We have a custodian at 
our district who has 
worked here so long that 
he gets 5 weeks of 
vacation!  That’s more 
than anyone else.  If I set 
up the accrual record for 
80 hours, how’s that 
going to work for him?”

Wait a minute……..



No Problem………

This is a default amount only.  Use this field to enter the 
amount of leave earned by MOST employees for this Leave 

Type.  The figure for those who earn amounts other than 
the default (such as the custodian) can be changed 

individually in their Leave Master file.



This flag is used to indicate whether the leave 
taken for this leave type will be reversed out of 
SAIF subject wages when you process the 
workers comp time cards.



……This is 
miss Peggy 
Sue

What in the 
world is a 
workers 
comp time 
card?!!?



We are talking about this choice here, which we 
will look at more closely later.



Once you have created the leave 
types, you can print a listing of 
them here.



An example of the Leave Type 
Descriptions report.



…….Peggy Sue again.

OK, now we 
set up the 
employees, 
right? 



YES!  A good 
place to start 
is with the 
accrual 
records, 
because you 
can use them 
to generate 
other record 
types….



How many of 
these

Record Types 
are there?



Leave System Record Types
[A]ccrual Record--defines how much leave is 
accrued for that leave type/that SS#.  Can be 
generated by Pay Code using Menu Option 5 
or entered manually.  
[B]alance Forward Record--States the balance 
forward at start of the fiscal year.  Generated 
by the Leave Reset or entered manually.
[E]arned Record--generated by the Accrual 
OR entered manually.
[T]aken Record--entered manually. 



There are two options for creating 
Accrual records. Option 1 – 
Access Leave Master Files can be 
used to add/edit or update leave 
records of any kind for an 
individual.  

If you are new to the OSAS Leave 
Accounting System, you’ll 
probably want to take advantage 
of  Option 5 – Generate Accrual 
Records. This allows you to set up 
accrual records for groups of 
employees (by pay code) for any 
leave type.  

Big Time Saver!    



It works just like the regular payroll 
search screens…...

Let’s look at Option 1.   It starts by asking you to select 
an employee.



To add a new accrual record, 
press the F10 key.



10

A
80.00

07/01/02

Here is a sample of an 
accrual record…..

For the accrual to be active right away, use 
today’s date or a PAST date.

You CAN set up additional (A) records with future dates 
to take effect later. This can really be a help if your 
district has leave schedules (like vacation) that are based 
upon years of service.



I’m not sure I 
understand about 
multiple Accrual 

Records. Can you 
explain further?



In this example, Mr. Mercer has three vacation accrual records. 
The first, which coincides with his date of hire, will award him 80 
hours annually until 6/18/2011.  On this date, the second accrual 
record, dated to take effect as of his 5 year anniversary, will change 
his amount earned to 120 hours.  The third record will become 
effective on his 10 year anniversary, awarding him 160 hours.  
For any leave type, only one accrual record can be in effect 
at a time.  So multiple records, if dated to anticipate 
changes to leave amounts awarded, can help keep your 
leave records accurate and organized!



10

A
80.00

07/01/02

Annual Vacation
160.00

This max balance part is optional…



…….…she’s still here.

What is this  
maximum 
balance thing??  
How does that 
work?



10

A
80.00

07/01/02

Annual Vacation
160.00

The balance forward from the last reset date PLUS the 
accrual amount for this new period cannot exceed the 
maximum balance.  If it does, any excess is not 
awarded.



It means that the employee has to use the 
leave or lose it, if that is your district’s 
policy.

And that means 
what, exactly??



As shown in this example,  the most recent (B)alance Forward record is 
used.  Mr. Mercer had a balance forward of 112.00  as of 07/01/08.  This 
leave type has a Maximum Balance of 120.00.  Although his accrual record 
would normally award him 80 hours, the Maximum Balance in his accrual 
record resulted in only 8 hours of leave being earned by Mr. Mercer when 
the Leave Accrual process was run because he cannot exceed 120 hours.  

If a Maximum Balance is provided in the Accrual Record, the total
of these two figures will not exceed it.  

Maximum Balances Explained 



10

A
80.00

07/01/02

Annual Vacation
160.00

You set up accrual 
records for all your 
employees, for each 
type of leave that 
applies. 

But…creating the accrual records does not 
actually  AWARD  leave to anyone…..



If you’re setting up accrual records for the first time, use Option 5.  
This will create records for everyone within any pay code specified 
for any Leave Type specified.   The hours field is not required, but if 
you enter the number of hours earned by MOST employees within a 
pay code,  then only those employees whose amount earned is 
different will need to be adjusted.    This could save you a bunch of 
time!



(A)ccrual records are like the RECIPE

They’re used to create the (E)arned 
records, which are like the cookies…...

Here’s one way to think about 
Accrual records.



OK !  We’ve got our Accrual records set 
up.  Let’s say today is July 01…… 

What would 
we do first?

Did 
Someone 

say 
Cookies?



You need to start the year with new  
balances forward. (B) records!  

If this is your first year with the 
OSAS leave system, you’ll  need 
to manually enter any balances 
forward.



10

B
16.00

07/01/03

Balance Fwd

You would key in 
Balances Forward as 
‘B’ records.



If you are already using the OSAS 
Leave system,  you can use Option 3 to 
generate the (B)alance Forward 
records automatically. 



I’m a bit confused….
Do I need to run this 
Leave Reset thing on 
ALL leave types??

YES!!!  
For Leave Types that do not carry a balance forward, running 
the Leave Reset will zero out any balances for those Leave 
types, so the balance forward starts at Zero for the new year.  

OK,   but what about the Leave
Types that carry a balance 
forward?



Running the Leave Reset option finds the most recent Balance 
Forward  record.  To this figure, any leave earned since the last

reset is added and any leave taken since, is subtracted.
This becomes the new balance forward figure.  

Resetting Leave for Balance Forward Leave Types

7/01/07 Last Balance Forward           (B)         24.25 hrs
07/08   Total Leave Earned since 7/1//07 (E)       +80.00 hrs
07/08   Total Leave Taken since 7/1//07 (T)       - 43.50 hrs
7/01/08  New Balance Forward   (B)               60.75 hrs



VERY IMPORTANT!!

As you can see, the Leave Reset is crucial in the calculation of 
leave balances.  For the Reset feature to work properly, there can 
be only ONE (B)alance Forward record per year.  WHY?

Let’s say that every  year, you transfer 
any unused Personal Leave to the 
employee’s Sick Leave balance.  Since it 
was awarded as Personal Leave in the 
prior year, this leave is not technically 
being ‘earned’.  You are simply moving 
a balance, so you might be tempted to 
enter it as a (B)alance forward record 
in Sick Leave …...  

Don’t 
Do It!



VERY IMPORTANT!!

7/01/07 Last Balance Forward            (B)        24.25 hrs
7/01/07 Trans. from Personal Leave   (B)        12.00 hrs
07/08    Total Leave Earned since 7/1//07 (E)     + 80.00 hrs 
07/08    Total Leave Taken since 7/1//07    (T)      - 43.50 hrs

7/01/08  New Balance Forward                        48.50  hrs

Remember that running the Leave Reset finds the most recent 
balance forward.  When calculating Leave Balances, the Leave 
System can only use ONE (B)alance Forward record.  So if there are 
more than one (B)alance Forward record, your leave balances will 
not be accurate.  The example below shows how multiple (B) records 
effect balance calculation.

Balance not correct, because we’re starting with 
12 hours.



7/01/07 Last Balance Forward            (B)        24.25 hrs
7/01/07 Trans. from Personal Leave   (B)        12.00 hrs

07/08    Total Leave Earned since 7/1//07 (E)     + 80.00 hrs 
07/08    Total Leave Taken since 7/1//07   (T)      - 43.50 hrs

7/01/08  New Balance Forward                        48.50  hrs

The correct balance for this leave is NOT 48.5 hours.  It should be 
72.75, but it’s reading the wrong Balance Forward record (which 
can only happen if you have more than one). 
In this case, the 12 hours being transferred should have been 
entered as 12 hours (T)aken in Personal Leave and 12 hours 
(E)arned in Sick Leave.  

Using this method will result in 
Reliable Leave Balances.  Whew!



Here we have the correct Sick Leave Balance.  The 12 
hours transferred from Personal Leave was included in the 
leave earned and the balance forward is now correct.  

7/01/07 Last Balance Forward             (B)       24.25 hrs
07/08    Total Leave Earned since 7/1//07 (E)    + 92.00 hrs 
07/08    Total Leave Taken since 7/1//07      (T)     - 43.50 hrs
7/01/08  New Balance Forward                       72.75  hrs



Something to consider…… 
While any date can be used, the default date for 
all Leave Screens and Leave Reports is July 01 
of the current fiscal year.

So…….We suggest using a July 01 “Reset” date for leave 
types that are frequently used (sick leave, vacation, etc). 
These July dated balances will then appear on all reports 
starting with July 01 (which is the default).  



For leave types that are “earned” only when 
taken (such as jury duty or bereavement), we 
suggest using a June 30 date instead.  The balance 
for such leave types is zeroed at year end.  

That way, those leave types (with their zero 
balances) will NOT be on all your leave reports in 
the current year (unless they are actually used in 
the current year).  ☺

06/30/08



…… Is it safe to award the 
leave for the new year?? 

YES!!  The new year, a new month, 
or whatever time period you need to 
use.

So now that I’ve defined
My Leave Types and Set up 
Accrual Records and have 

Current Balances Forward……..



Remember - Not all leave is “awarded” 
ahead of time.  Jury Duty, bereavement, etc 
may only be awarded as needed. 
For Example –

Sick Leave may be awarded annually, and 
Vacation awarded monthly.  To 
accommodate this, you can run the award 
process individually by leave type or, if 
you have types of leave that are awarded 
at the same time, in small groups.



Here is where you award the 
leave  for your employees.  The 
amount of leave to be awarded is 
controlled by the accrual record.



When awarding leave, date it the same day as (or later 
than) the Balance Forward date.  This will ensure that the 
Leave awarded will be added to the Balance Forward.  This 
will, in turn, result in accurate Leave Balances. 



One thing we haven’t covered yet is 
leave Taken.  I mean, it’s gonna happen sooner

or later……………

But it’s all starting to 
make some sense!

This is a lot to remember….



Here is a 
sample of a 
“taken”  
record…..

You’ll  probably enter these off time cards or 
leave request slips. If you use the Workers’ 
Comp time card feature, the date entered here 
will be used.  



Can we just take a little peek at 
that Workers Comp Timecard 
thing?



Workers’ Comp Timecards

As you know, Vacation pay is not subject to 
Worker Compensation nor SAIF.  Each district 
can subtract these vacation dollars from Subject 
Gross, thereby reducing their premium amount.  
Workers’ Comp timecards (a.k.a. Vacation 
Timecards or Supplemental Timecards) provide a 
way for districts to make these adjustments to the 
amounts subject to SAIF quickly and easily!



If you choose to use this feature, it will become 
a part of the normal payroll cycle…..

Once all Leave Taken 
has been entered for the
month, run Option 20 
off Payroll Menu #1.



Select a date range, and a ‘V’acation timecard will 
automatically be created for any eligible leave 
transactions in that date range. 

These leave transactions are then flagged in the 
leave system to prevent them from being selected 
again later, even if you use overlapping dates!



A listing like this one will be sent to your outq….

You’ll also get an edit similar to 
your regular time card edit, but 
there will be a “V” code tag on it.



A detailed Workers Comp report, available off the Montly Payroll
Reports Menu shows the results of a ‘V’  timecard. 

The outcome is a reduction in Subject Gross, Subject Hours and Cost to 
the District.  



Now lets look at how to navigate the Leave Master Screens. 



This is what you see when you first open up the Leave 
Master record for any employee. What is displayed on this 
screen depends how the filter is used.  Based on this 
example, the only sort parameter set is the default date of 
07/01 of the current fiscal year.  You’ll see all transaction  
for this employee that are dated 07/01/08 or after.  



Here we asked for just leave type 
10, but we want to view all 
transactions since the start of 
this persons employment, not 
just the current fiscal year, so we 
entered a 000000 date, and it 
gave us everything!!!  Look at 
the totals..



It is important to note that the TOTALS 
at the bottom of the screen are just 
that…..TOTALS of each transaction 
type.  The balance figure shown on the 
screen is obviously not the current 
balance for this leave type, but is rather 
the Total of the Beginning Balances, plus 
the Earned totals, minus the Taken 
totals.  The filters must be applied 
carefully care to obtain correct current 
leave balances.  



Here we’ve asked for all the Accrual records, 
regardless of date.



Remember…… you can 
always call support at 
SCESD for help with any 
questions!



Our Thanks to……Our Thanks to……

Rich Empens of Coos Bay, OR  for permission to 
use photos on slides 32 and 37

&

Linda Logan of Myrtle Point, OR for permission 
to use photos on slides 9, 15, 19, and 30  

South Coast ESD

Coos Bay, Oregon
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